
           
You’ve booked your holiday…  

now add the fun stuff!  

           HAWAII 

ASK FOR MORE DETAILS TODAY! 

T&Cs: Subject to availability and cost change. From prices are shown, call your local travel agent for live prices and more information. 

Maunakea Summit & Stars Adventure 
Your journey from sea level to the nearly 14,000 foot summit of 

Maunakea reveals the wonders and world-class clarity of the           

Hawaiian night sky.  

General 

€249 

Pride of Maui Premium Molokini Snorkel Cruise 

Bask in the warm sun as you cruise aboard the 65-foot Maxi       

Catamaran, the Pride of Maui, towards the mysterious Molokini 

crater in anticipation of some first rate snorkelling.  

Adult €168 

Child €117 

Pearl Harbour & Honolulu City Highlights Tour 
No trip to Hawaii would be complete without visiting Pearl Harbour 

and the Arizona Memorial. Plus, see the Iolani Palace, the only royal 

palace on American soil.  

Adult €40 

Child €26 

USS Missouri, Arizona Memorial and Pearl Harbour 
Take a memorable if somewhat sobering tour of Pearl Harbour tour 

which includes visits to the USS Missouri, Arizona Memorial Visitor 

Center and much more.  

Adult €87 

 Child €57 

Big Island Spectacular Helicopter Flight from Waikoloa 
Voted by America's "The Travel Channel" as the World's best        

helicopter experience, venture off on the Kohala Coast Adventure 

and view the most spectacular scenery on the Big Island.   

WWII Pearl Harbour Heroes Adventure Tour 
Get the complete Pearl Harbor experience on this 'Heroes               

Adventure Tour' which brings World War II history to life and takes 

you to a host of iconic sites.  

Paradise Cove Luau with Transfers 
Enjoy an unforgettable evening of fun activities, delicious island  

cuisine and spectacular entertainment at Hawaii's best Luau!  

Maui Spectacular Helicopter Flight 
Only from overhead will you be able to fully appreciate the unique 

formations around you and witness exceptional sights that any 

ground tour simply cannot match.  

General 

€376 

General 

€555 

 

Adult £28 

Child £5 

Adult €119 

Child €96 

Adult €139 

Child €88 

PRICES FROM 


